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Statistical Aspects of the WEBSOM Systemin Organizing Document CollectionsS. Kaski, K. Lagus, T. Honkela, and T. KohonenNeural Networks Research CentreHelsinki University of TechnologyP.O.Box 2200, FIN-02015 HUT, FinlandAbstractWEBSOM is a novel method for organizing documentcollections onto map displays to enhance the interactivebrowsing and retrieval of the documents. The map isorganized automatically according to the contents of thefull-text documents by the Self-Organizing Map algo-rithm. The map display provides a visual overview of thewhole document collection. The overview, the map dis-play, aids in the exploration since similar documents arelocated close to each other. In this paper we describe theWEBSOM system in a statistically oriented fashion anddiscuss its relations to other methods. Particular empha-sis is put on how e�ective the methods are in treatinglarge document collections. The two-phase architectureof the WEBSOM system makes it possible to build con-textual information about the relations of words o�-lineinto a word category representation, which can then beutilized rapidly on-line, when the documents are beingencoded. The construction of large map displays fromthe encoded document representations is a computation-ally intensive operation when done in a straightforwardmanner. There exist, however, several e�ective compu-tational shortcuts.1 IntroductionOne motivation in the construction of a new approach toinformation retrieval has been that the present systemsseem to be of help only in rather narrowly de�ned tasks.In fact, the term information retrieval is often used torefer only to the process of �nding a set of documents rel-evant to a given textual query. There exist, however, alsoother less precisely de�ned information retrieval tasks inwhich it may not be possible to formulate a satisfactoryquery. If the topic area is not yet familiar, like whenstudying a new topic, the relevant terms are not knownand a satisfactory query cannot be formulated. It is alsoquite common that after �nding a set of interesting doc-

uments the user wishes to quickly browse related topicareas. In most search engines this is not possible.To clarify the di�erences between di�erent ways of re-trieving information we divide the tasks into exploration,search, and �ltering. The narrow de�nition of informa-tion retrieval includes only the search tasks, althoughsearching for speci�c information will probably most of-ten involve both browsing and searching steps. Explo-ration, which refers to browsing a collection to �nd some-thing useful or interesting, is needed especially when itis di�cult to construct a satisfactory query. Information�ltering refers to the extraction of interesting informa-tion from a stream of information.WEBSOM (Honkela et al., 1996; Kaski et al., 1996;Kohonen et al., 1996; Lagus et al., 1996) is a new ap-proach to the information retrieval tasks. Although theWEBSOM system aids in all the three tasks its mostsalient feature is the capability of aiding in the explo-ration of a document collection.The WEBSOM system forms a map of the documentcollection. Close-by areas on the map display will repre-sent documents that have similar contents. A neighbor-hood of an interesting location on the map is thereforelikely to contain other interesting articles. When themap is equipped with a suitable interface it can be usedfor exploring the document collection. If an appropriatequery can be constructed or if an interesting new docu-ment is available the map can also be used for searchingrelated documents. The position of the interesting doc-ument on the map provides an ideal starting point forexploration. The map can also be utilized in �lteringinteresting articles from a stream of information. Theuse of the WEBSOM in all of these information retrievaltasks will be demonstrated in Section 4.The processing of the documents consists of two stages(Fig. 1). First the textual document is encoded into anumerical vector denoted by ak 2 Rn as will be describedin Section 3. In the second stage the vector is mappedonto the document map display using a suitable mapping
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Figure 1: The basic building blocks of the WEBSOM system.function that has been estimated based on a documentcollection. Demonstrations of the second stage will bepresented in Section 4. The Self-Organizing Map algo-rithm (Kohonen, 1982; Kohonen, 1995) that plays a keyrole in both of the stages will be discussed in Section 2.In this paper we shall concentrate on a statisticallyoriented description of the WEBSOM methodology; es-pecially the connections to related statistical methodswill be discussed. In addition, we consider the compu-tational complexity of the methods since the documentcollections are very large in several real-world informa-tion retrieval applications.2 The Self-Organizing Map2.1 The AlgorithmThe Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm (Kohonen,1982; Kohonen, 1995) can be used to form a condenseddescription, a certain kind of a set of statistics, of adata set consisting of multivariate observations xk 2 Rn ,k = 1; : : : ;K. The description can be visualized asa map display on which observations, also new ones,can be mapped. In general, similar observations becomemapped near each other.The SOM consists of an ordered set of model vec-tors mi, i = 1; : : : ;M . The order of the model vectorsis determined by a map lattice onto which the vectorsare attached at regularly spaced positions. An examplewhere the models have been attached onto a hexagonaltwo-dimensional lattice is shown in Figure 2.The SOM algorithm creates a regression of the or-dered set of model vectors into the data space. Thetwo-dimensional map lattice can intuitively be thoughtof as an \elastic network" that is being �tted to the in-put data. Each model vector determines the location of
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Figure 2: The Self-Organizing Map consists of a set ofmodel vectors, depicted here as histograms where eachbin corresponds to one component. The models are at-tached onto a map lattice at regularly spaced intervals.An example map display of a document collection isshown in the lower left corner, and the enlarged portionshows the map lattice that underlies the top left cornerof the map display. The arrow illustrates the mappingof the document vector ak, and the hexagon denotes theneighborhood of the closest model.



the corresponding node of the network in the input dataspace. The network tries to follow the distribution ofthe input data while remaining organized in the sensethat model vectors at neighboring positions on the maplattice are close to each other.In the stochastic version of the SOM algorithm themodel vectors are estimated in an iterative process. Ateach step of the iteration one data vector x, i.e., a mul-tidimensional observation, is chosen with replacement.The closest model vector, de�ned by the expressionkx�mck � kx�mik 8i ; (1)is then searched for. Here c = c(x) indexes the closestmodel vector. The norm is usually Euclidean.After the closest model has been found it is modi�edtowards the current input, so that the model representsthe input better. When this process is iterated, eachtime choosing randomly a new observation, the di�erentmodel vectors gradually begin to specialize in represent-ing di�erent types of observations.The algorithm described so far is essentially a stochas-tic version of the well-known K-means clustering ap-proach. What distinguishes the SOM from the K-meansis that in addition to the closest model the neighboringmodels are updated as well. The neighborhoods are de-�ned in terms of closeness on the map lattice as demon-strated in Figure 2. The update of the neighboring mod-els can be expressed in a general form by introducing aneighborhood kernel hci which is a decreasing functionof the distance between the lattice points i and c. Thekernel determines how much the model vector indexedwith i will be modi�ed when the model vector c is clos-est to the current observation x. Using this notation themodi�cation at step t of the stochastic iteration can beexpressed asmi(t+ 1) =mi(t) + hc(x);i(t) (x(t) �mi(t)) : (2)When the iterative process de�ned by the equations(1) and (2) is continued, model vectors that are attachedto neighboring positions on the map lattice graduallybecome similar. The process forms a neighborhood pre-serving mapping of the lattice into the input space.Although the algorithm looks deceptively simple ithas turned out to be very di�cult to analyze mathe-matically in the general case (cf. Kohonen, 1991; Koho-nen, 1995). In practical applications the data set is al-ways �nite, however, and in that case there exists a costfunction that the SOM algorithm tries to minimize withstochastic approximation (Robbins and Monro, 1951).The cost function for a �xed neighborhood function h0 is

(Ritter and Schulten, 1988; Kohonen, 1991)12Xk Xi h0c(xk);i kxk �mik2 : (3)The update de�ned by equations (1) and (2) corre-sponds to one step towards the direction of a noisy neg-ative gradient of the cost function. The noisy gradient ishere the gradient that has been computed based on onerandomly chosen input sample.During the stochastic approximation the length of thestep, �(t), decreases gradually towards zero. In equa-tion (2) the length is incorporated into the neighborhoodfunction h(t) = �(t)h0(t).To guarantee global organization of the map the\width" of h will be made to decrease as well. It isadvisable to start the learning with a wide neighbor-hood function which narrows rapidly. After that the�nal values of the model vectors can be estimated usinga narrower neighborhood function.2.2 Properties Useful for Data Explo-rationThe SOM can be used as a tool for creating an overviewof a data set. The data set can be visualized on the SOMdisplay by projecting each sample xk onto the locationof the map lattice that corresponds to the closest modelvector. Nearby locations on the map display representsimilar observation vectors, which makes the overviewsuitable for data exploration.The SOM display can additionally be used as an or-dered groundwork for visualizing, for instance, the clus-tering tendency in the data set. The distances of theneighboring model vectors can be visualized on the mapdisplay as gray levels (Ultsch, 1993). Light shades meanthat in the corresponding area the observation vectorsare relatively more similar than in the dark areas. Theshades on such a display can be interpreted to reect theclustering tendency since the model vectors of the SOMare more dense in the dense areas of the data space.In this concise introduction we have discussed onlythe features of the SOM that are most relevant to theWEBSOM system. The use of the SOMs for data ex-ploration is discussed in more detail elsewhere (Kaski,1997b; Kohonen, 1995).2.3 Relations to Other MethodsAs was already mentioned, the SOM algorithm is closelyrelated to the classical K-means clustering algorithms(Forgy, 1965; Lloyd, 1982; Linde et al., 1980; MacQueen,1967). A SOM without the neighborhood function (i.e.,



when hci = �ci where � denotes the Kronecker delta), isequivalent to K-means.Principal curves (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989) are de-�ned to be smooth curves on which every point is theaverage of those data vectors that project onto it. Inthe SOM, each model �nds the mean of the data thatprojects onto it or to the neighboring nodes, weightedby the neighborhood kernel. In this sense the SOMs canbe thought to be analogous to the principal curves.The multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithms (cf.,e.g., Kruskal and Wish, 1978; Sammon, Jr., 1969) canbe used for producing a nonlinear projection from theoriginal data space to a lower-dimensional space. Themapping tries to preserve the distances, or some func-tions of the distances, between the original observationvectors as faithfully as possible. The SOM, in contrast,does not try to preserve the distances but the neighbor-hood relations on the map lattice; nearby locations onthe lattice represent similar data items. In this sense theSOM is topology preserving instead of distance preserv-ing.Another di�erence between the SOM and the MDSis that the SOM estimates an explicit mapping functionbased on a data set. The function can be later used formapping new data items. The traditional MDS methods�nd the mapping of a speci�c data set in an iterativeprocess which must be performed again every time whennew data samples become available.2.4 Computational ComplexityThe computational complexity of mapping one observa-tion on a SOM is O(M), where M denotes the numberof the model vectors. The construction of the mappingrequires more computations. Finding the best represen-tation according to (1) involves O(M) steps, and a suf-�cient number of iterations must be performed to war-rant good estimates for the model vectors. One simplerule of thumb states that a suitable constant number ofdata items should be presented for the estimation of eachmodel vector; the model vectors are essentially means ofsubsets of the data. In total the computational complex-ity of constructing the mapping function is then O(M2).Note that in the important special case where the ratiobetween the \width" of the neighborhood kernel and themap size is �xed the computational complexity is onlyO(M).There exists a tradeo� between the computing timeand the size of the map M which determines the resolu-tion of the mapping. In case a large map size would beneeded, like for example in WEBSOM, computationalshortcuts can be used for reducing the time spent forconstructing the map (Kohonen, 1996). For example,

it is possible to compute �rst a smaller SOM and thento estimate a larger one based on the model vectors ofthe smaller SOM. Furthermore, the search for the closestmodel vector (equation 1) can be restricted to the neigh-borhood of the model that was closest to the data vectorwhen it was chosen previously. Such a restricted searchis reasonably accurate if the map has not changed muchsince the previous presentation of the vector. This is thecase especially towards the end of the learning process.3 Document EncodingThe goal of document encoding, which could be calledfeature extraction or variable selection as well, is tochoose a set of variables that would convey the contents,the \meaning" of the documents.Several di�erent approaches for the encoding of doc-uments have been suggested in the information retrievalliterature. All the approaches that aim at a representa-tion of textual documents as numerical vectors could inprinciple be used as the document encoding stage of theWEBSOM. In the following we shall describe a particu-larly fast approach (Honkela et al., 1996) that we haveused so far, and discuss its relations to other alternatives.3.1 Document Encoding by Clusteringthe WordsIntroduction. The vector space model (Salton andMcGill, 1983) is a traditional, e�ective method for en-coding text documents for information retrieval. Thedocument indexed by k is represented by a vector ak 2Rn . Each component of ak corresponds to the frequencyof occurrence of one word in the document or to somefunction of the frequency of occurrence. The componentsmay additionally be weighted by some measures of theimportance of the words.The vector ak can be visualized as a word histogramwhere each bin corresponds to the frequency of occur-rence of one word (see Figure 2).Straightforward application of the vector space modelto large document collections is problematic since the di-mensionality of the document vectors may be very large.There have been tens of thousands of words in some ofthe collections we have used, even after the rarest wordswere discarded.Another problem in the vector space model is that itdoes not take into account any relations between themeanings of the words. Synonyms, for example, aretreated as quite unrelated dimensions.



One Solution: Clustering of the Words O�-Line.One solution for reducing the dimensionality of the wordhistograms is to cluster the words. If words having sim-ilar meaning are clustered together the accuracy of theencoding may not even su�er in the dimensionality re-duction.It is usually not feasible to try to incorporate directinformation about the meanings of the words in an au-tomatic system. There is, however, plenty of textualcontextual information available in the document collec-tions. A text corpus can be used for gathering statisticsabout the contexts in which each word occurs. Assum-ing that words occurring in similar contexts are relatedenough to warrant grouping them together, we can clus-ter the words based on suitable contextual statistics.The contextual statistics relating to word i will becollected into the vector xi; the computation of thestatistics will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.The vectors xi can then be clustered with the SOM toform a self-organizing semantic map (Ritter and Koho-nen, 1989). In the original article the method was moti-vated from a somewhat di�erent viewpoint; here we shallconcentrate on a statistically oriented computational de-scription. The resulting clusters will be called word cat-egories, i.e., categories comprising of words that tend tooccur in similar contexts.After the word categories have been constructed o�-line utilizing a suitable text corpus they can be usedon-line for encoding documents. The word histogramof the vector space model will be replaced by a wordcategory histogram. We shall next discuss the steps ofthe document encoding in more detail.3.2 The Contextual StatisticsThe contextual statistics that are used in clustering thewords are based on the co-occurrences of the words inconsecutive positions in the word stream. The principleis introduced below using a particularly simple example.Denote by nil the number of times the word indexedby l has occurred in the text corpus immediately beforethe word indexed by i. Denote by Ni the total number oftimes the word i has occurred and by n the total numberof words. The contextual statistics that are used forencoding the word i are thenxil = nil=Ni ; l = 1; : : : ; n:The lth component of the vector xi containing the con-textual statistics can be interpreted as an estimate ofthe probability that the word l occurs immediately be-fore the word i.

The vector xi can be represented equivalently withthe following vector sum:xi = 1NiXl nilel :Here el denotes the unit vector that has one in the lthcomponent and zeros elsewhere. In practice the dimen-sionality of xi may be very high; it is equal to the di-mensionality of the word histograms. Therefore lower-dimensional random vectors are used instead of the elto reduce the computational load (Ritter and Kohonen,1989).The above discussion involved only the words thathave occurred immediately before the word i. It is, how-ever, straightforward to include also information aboutthe words that have followed the word i, and it is pos-sible to compute other kinds of contextual statistics aswell. In the simulations reported in this article we haveused a context consisting of one word on each side of theword that is being encoded.Some examples of the word categories that are ob-tained by clustering the vectors xi containing the con-textual statistics are shown in Figure 3.
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inductiveFigure 3: Sample word categories on a self-organizedsemantic map. Each inset shows the words that havebeen mapped into one word category. The text cor-pus consisted of articles from the Usenet newsgroupcomp.ai.neural-nets.3.3 Formation of the Word CategoryHistogramsOne clear advantage of reducing the dimensionality ofthe word histograms by clustering is that the encoding ofa document can be carried out very rapidly. The wordscan be clustered into word categories o�-line. Duringthe actual encoding we then only need to �nd the cat-egory of each word in the document and to update the



corresponding bin in the word category histogram. Thecorrect category can be found rapidly with hash address-ing and a table lookup.The histograms may be additionally postprocessed toenhance invariance to small changes in the documents.Since the categories on the SOM are ordered, i.e., close-by models on the map lattice are similar, similar wordswill mostly occur in either the same category or in close-by categories. Invariance to the choices of the wordsmade by the authors of the documents can thus be en-hanced by smoothing the histogram spatially on the maplattice. There exists, however, some evidence that atleast in certain situations the smoothing has only a smalle�ect (cf. Kaski, 1997a).3.4 Other Possible Encoding MethodsLatent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Berry et al., 1995;Deerwester et al., 1990) is one possible alternative docu-ment encoding method. One way of interpreting the LSIis that it represents the kth document by the vectora0k =Xi akix0i ; (4)where aki denotes the number of times the word i oc-curs in the kth document. The x0i is the code thatthe LSI forms for the ith word by investigating the co-occurrences of the words within the documents. Theterm by document matrix, the matrix where each col-umn is the word histogram corresponding to one docu-ment, is decomposed into a set of factors (eigenvectors)using the singular-value decomposition (SVD). The fac-tors that have the least inuence on the matrix are thendiscarded. The motivation behind omitting the smallestfactors is that they are most likely to consist of noise.The vectors x0i can then be formed by using the remain-ing factors.LSI di�ers from the approach we have used in tworespects. In LSI the context from which the codes ofthe words are estimated consists of the whole documentswhereas we have used shorter contexts. Another di�er-ence is that we use clustering to reduce the dimensional-ity of the codes whereas LSI uses the linear SVD method.The MatchPlus method of HNC (Gallant et al., 1992)encodes the documents as sums of the vectorial repre-sentations of the words quite like the LSI (equation 4).However, in the MatchPlus system the vectors x0i areconstructed di�erently.

3.5 On-Line Computational Complexityof the Document EncodingDenote by N the average number of words in a docu-ment, and let n denote the dimensionality of the vectorsrepresenting the documents. Using these notations thecomputational complexity of the document encoding isO(N)+O(n) in the clustering approach, and in LSI it isO(N)O(n). The former expression includes a smoothingof the word category histogram with a local smoothingkernel. Both of the computational complexities take intoaccount only the on-line parts of the encoding. The partsthat can be carried out o�-line, i.e., the clustering of thewords and the computation of the SVD, have been ne-glected. The clustering approach is thus clearly fasteron-line.
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Figure 4: A map of neural network discussions orga-nized with the WEBSOM method. The short, manuallyinserted labels, \bookmarks", on the map describe theunderlying map area (their explanations have been omit-ted here for brevity). The titles of the documents foundin four sample map nodes are shown in the boxes.



Figure 5: The four levels of the WEBSOM interface. The top level o�ers an overview of the collection. The usermay zoom in on the collection by clicking on the map display, and �nally reach the contents of individual documents.Once an interesting document or map node is found, the arrows can be used for moving in the surrounding map areato �nd similar, potentially interesting documents. In this example the documents come from the Usenet newsgroupsci.lang.



4 Document MapsOnce the documents have been encoded, so that sim-ilarity of the texts is paralleled with similarity of therespective document vectors, the remaining task is todetermine the mapping function sketched in Figure 1.The function is estimated by the SOM algorithm thatconstructs a map of a document collection. The result-ing document map provides the mapping function: forany given document vector the closest model vector issearched for, and the document is placed on the corre-sponding point on the map lattice. The function can beused for mapping previously unseen documents as well,as long as the new documents treat similar topics as theold ones.

Figure 6: A new document or any written descriptioncan be used for �nding related documents. The circles onthe map display denote the locations that best representthe textual description shown in the topmost display.Titles of some of the articles found in the best matchingmap location are shown in the display at the bottom.

4.1 ResultsWe have created document maps of both small, rela-tively focused topic areas and of large collections involv-ing several quite di�erent topic areas. A map of doc-uments discussing a single rather narrow subject area,neural networks, is shown in Figure 4 (Honkela et al.,1996; Kaski et al., 1996). The document collection con-sisting of 4600 short colloquial texts from the newsgroupcomp.ai.neural-nets was organized on a map consist-ing of 768 model vectors.The method has also been applied to forming anoverview of a large collection of Usenet newsgroup dis-cussions dealing with several very di�erent topics suchas arti�cial intelligence, music, movies, and linguistics.A map consisting of 49,152 model vectors was used fororganizing 131,500 documents (Kohonen et al., 1996).In this study it was possible to automatically enhancethe separability of di�erent topic areas. Information-theoretic entropy of the distribution of each word in thedi�erent topic areas, here the di�erent Usenet discussiongroups, was used as an indication of the importance ofthe word. The contribution of each word in the repre-sentations of the documents was then weighted with anentropy-based weight.4.2 How to Use the MapsThe exploration interface of the WEBSOM is shown inFigure 5. Using the interface one may explore the docu-ment collection and read the documents.A query or an interesting document can be mappedto the display quite like any other document. The map-ping of new documents is fast and can be carried outin real time. The position of the new document on themap then provides an ideal starting point for explor-ing related documents; the map functions as a genuinecontent-addressable memory. Such starting points areespecially useful when the user is not yet familiar withthe map. A sample search is shown in Figure 6.Later, when the user has become more familiar withthe document map, the map can be utilized as a �lter.Any new documents may be mapped onto the map dis-play. When the users are familiar with the map andtherefore know which areas of the map are interesting,they can concentrate on the documents that becomemapped to those areas (Fig. 7). It is also possible toset \traps" or \mailboxes" on the map: new documentsthat become mapped on these areas become routed totheir destination while the rest will be discarded.
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Figure 7: The document map can be used as a �lter thatnoti�es the user of interesting documents. Any interest-ing area on the map can be marked as a trap which keepsthe new documents.5 ConclusionsIn this paper we have provided an overview of theWEBSOMmethod and demonstrated how it can be usedin information retrieval from textual document collec-tions. The system consists of two stages, the documentencoding stage and the construction of a map of the en-coded documents. The current encoding stage could po-tentially be replaced with alternative schemes but thecreation of the map of the document collection with theSOM algorithm is a central part of the system. SOMsof document collections have also been studied by oth-ers (Chen et al., 1996; Lin et al., 1991; Merkl, 1993;Scholtes, 1993).The maps that have been used in the illustrations are
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